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ABSTRACT

The aridity of a terrestrial climate is often quantified using the dimension-

less ratio P/PET of annual precipitation (P) to annual potential evapotranspi-

ration (PET). In this study, the climatological patterns and greenhouse warm-

ing responses of terrestrial P, Penman-Monteith PET, and P/PET are com-

pared among 16 modern global climate models. The large-scale climatologi-

cal values and implied biome types often disagree widely among models. In

addition, the PET climatologies often differ by several tens of percent when

computed using monthly versus 3-hourly inputs.

With greenhouse warming, land P does not systematically increase or de-

crease, except at high latitudes. Therefore, due to large and ubiquitous PET in-

creases, P/PET decreases (drying) are much more widespread than increases

(wetting) in the tropics, subtropics and midlatitudes in most models, confirm-

ing and expanding on earlier findings. The PET increases are also somewhat

sensitive to the time resolution of the inputs, though not as systematically as

for the PET climatologies.

The changes in the balance between P and PET are also quantified using an

alternative aridity index, the ratio P/(P+PET), which has a one-to-one but

nonlinear correspondence with P/PET. It is argued that the magnitudes of

P/(P+ PET) changes are more uniformly relevant than the magnitudes of

P/PET changes, which tend to be much higher in wetter regions.
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1. Introduction28

Our everyday experience tells us that precipitation (P) is one of the factors that determines the29

effective wetness or dryness of a terrestrial climate, but not the only one. For example, the “emer-30

ald city” of Seattle, Washington receives ∼ 950 mm yr−1 of P on average. Yet the environment31

of Dallas, Texas, which also averages ∼ 950 mm yr−1 of P, seems much drier. This is because its32

more intense sunshine and warmer, drier air evaporate plant and soil water more effectively.33

Therefore, when characterizing climatic aridity, it makes sense to consider P relative to potential34

evapotranspiration PET (e.g. Hartmann 1994), the rate at which the climate demands water from35

well-watered vegetation. PET is best computed from climatic radiation, temperature, humidity,36

and wind speed using the Penman-Monteith equation (section 2), which solves the surface energy37

balance (e.g. Monteith 1981; Allen et al. 1998, 2005). According to one standard dataset (Food and38

Agriculture Organization 2004), PET in Seattle is ∼ 840 mm yr−1, but PET in Dallas is ∼ 156039

mm yr−1, far more water than can actually be supplied by P. (The concept of PET is also known40

as reference evapotranspiration, potential evaporation, or evaporative demand, and is very closely41

related to pan evaporation.)42

The simplest measure that accounts for the relative magnitudes of P and PET is the ratio of43

their climatological annual mean values, the aridity index P/PET (e.g. Transeau 1905; Budyko44

and Miller 1974; Middleton and Thomas 1997; Feng and Fu 2013), which can be thought of as45

a nondimensionalized precipitation. From the above data, P/PET is ∼ 1.13 in Seattle, but only46

∼ 0.61 in Dallas. Budyko and Miller (1974) and earlier workers noted that the same values of47

P/PET correspond to similar vegetation densities and runoff ratios across widely varying temper-48

ature, radiation and PET regimes on Earth. This observation has led to the use of P/PET as the49

main moisture variable in several prominent terrestrial biome classification schemes (e.g. Middle-50
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ton and Thomas 1997; Holdridge 1967). In the Middleton and Thomas (1997) scheme, which has51

been adopted by the United Nations (e.g. Mortimore 2009), P/PET < 0.05 is is defined as hyper-52

arid, 0.05 < P/PET < 0.2 as arid, 0.2 < P/PET < 0.5 as semiarid, 0.5 < P/PET < 0.65 as dry53

subhumid, and P/PET > 0.65 as humid. The climate of Dallas is thus dry subhumid while that of54

Seattle is quite humid, even though P is the same.55

Global climate models (GCMs) are often used to generate hydroclimatic responses to various56

forcings. However, these responses have usually been characterized in terms of individual dimen-57

sional quantities such as P, actual evaporation (E or ET), runoff, and/or soil moisture (e.g. Collins58

et al. 2013; Meehl et al. 2007), or in terms of complicated metrics of local drought relative to59

some reference period, such as the Palmer Drought Severity Index or PDSI (Cook et al. 2014; Dai60

2013). The characterization of the models’ mean states has been similarly concerned with individ-61

ual variables, and has often focused on features over the oceans, especially for P (e.g. Flato et al.62

2013). In contrast, very few studies have tried to quantify the patterns of general land aridity in63

climate models, or of the response of aridity to forcing. Here we propose to build on the work of64

Feng and Fu (2013) by mapping P/PET, its response to greenhouse warming, and its contributing65

factors across a wide range of modern GCMs over global land.66

2. Methods67

Given values of near-surface air temperature Ta, water-vapor pressure ea, windspeed |u|, and net68

downward broadband radiation Rn, the Penman-Monteith equation for PET is:69

PET =

(
∆(Rn−G)+ρacp (e∗− ea)CH |u|

∆+ γ (1+ rsCH |u|)

)
/Lv, (1)

where e∗ is the saturation vapor pressure at Ta, ∆ := de∗/dT (Ta) is a standard notation for the70

local slope of the saturation vapor pressure curve, rs is the assumed bulk stomatal resistance of71
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well-watered vegetation, CH is an assumed scalar transfer coefficient, ρa is the air density, cp72

is the air specific heat, Lv is the heat of vaporization of water, γ := (cp ps)/(εLv), ps is the air73

pressure, ε ≈ 0.622 is the ratio of molar masses of water vapor and dry air, and G is the heat flux74

into the ground or soil (usually ignored or parameterized).75

In a previous study (Scheff and Frierson 2014, hereinafter SF14), the authors computed 1981-76

1999 and 2081-2099 annual PET climatologies for 13 GCMs in the CMIP5 (Coupled Model In-77

tercomparison Project phase 5) multi-model ensemble (Taylor et al. 2012), using 3-hourly sur-78

face output from the “historical” and business-as-usual “rcp8.5” scenarios in a procedure closely79

adapted from the American Society of Civil Engineers’ (ASCE) standardized tall-crop version of80

(1) for hourly data (Allen et al. 2005). Here we make use of those same PET climatologies, ex-81

panded to include the three additional CMIP5 GCMs that have since archived output satisfying the82

SF14 criteria. The resulting 16 models are listed in Table 1 along with any exceptions to the SF1483

procedures.84

We also compute these PET climatologies using monthly-mean instead of 3-hourly output, with85

a procedure closely adapted from the ASCE standardized tall-crop version of (1) for daily data.86

This is very similar to the 3-hourly SF14 procedure; the main differences (after Allen et al. 2005)87

are that e∗ is estimated as the average of e∗ (Tmin) and e∗ (Tmax) where Tmin and Tmax are the88

monthly-mean daily minimum and maximum values of Ta, that ∆ is somewhat differently esti-89

mated as ∆(Tmean) where Tmean is the average of Tmin and Tmax, and that rs is set to a constant90

45 s m−1. (The only other difference is that the monthly average of |u| is archived directly by91

the models as “sfcWind”, not computed from the vector components.) This is much less com-92

putationally intensive than using 3-hourly output, and many previous studies (e.g. Feng and Fu93

2013; Cook et al. 2014; Dai 2013) have also used monthly-mean output, so the comparison is of94

considerable interest. However, contrary to their stated method (Allen et al. 1998) and to Allen95
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et al. (2005), those studies simply estimated e∗ as e∗ (Tmean), so we also do another set of monthly96

PET computations using this non-standard e∗ estimate, for comparison to our main results.97

Finally, P (unlike PET) is one of the variables directly saved by the GCMs, so we compute its98

annual climatologies using monthly-mean output, for simplicity. We also make use of gauge-based99

observational estimates from the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (Schneider et al. 2014,100

1951-2000 climatology product) and the Climatic Research Unit (Harris et al. 2014, 1981-99 mean101

of “TS3.21” P product).102

3. Results and discussion103

a. Basic states104

Fig. 1 maps the 1981-99 terrestrial P climatologies for each GCM in Table 1, with the two obser-105

vational products also shown for reference. One can immediately see that while in many places the106

models are quite similar to each other and to the observations (e.g. much of Eurasia and northern107

Africa), in many other places they differ greatly. Perhaps the most dramatic model-to-model dif-108

ferences are in northern South America and Central America, where many models simulate only109

1-2 mm day−1 of precipitation (red and orange, similar to the Sahel or the interior western United110

States) across the same vast areas where other models (and the observations) have 5-8 mm day−1
111

or more (blue), and dense tropical rainforests are found. The same situation, where some models112

have near-observed large-scale P but other models have a great deal less, also occurs across the113

central Amazon Basin and the southeast of the continent; Malhi et al. (2009) noted similar behav-114

ior in the CMIP3 models. This type of difference is also particularly stark across much of India,115

where some models have 0-1 mm day−1 yet most other models (and the observations) have 3 mm116

day−1. Conversely, through large portions of southern and central Africa several models simulate117
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roughly double the observed P amounts, while many other models are closer to observed. South118

and central China and much of interior North America also have striking inter-model P disagree-119

ments, though the model distribution seems less bimodal than above, with the observed values120

more in the center.121

Fig. 2 shows the corresponding climatologies of annual Penman-Monteith PET (computed using122

the 3-hourly output) on the same scale. This is simply an expansion and rescaling of SF14’s Fig. 1,123

but is shown here for reference. In many of the same low-to-mid-latitude areas where the models124

strongly disagree on P, they also strongly disagree on PET, and the high-P models are often also125

the low-PET models in a given area. For example, in much of South America, the two MRI models126

(and ACCESS1.0 and HadGEM2-ES to a lesser extent), which all showed high P in Fig. 1, also127

have much lower PET, just 3-4 mm day−1 (light blue) where most of the other models have 5-7128

mm day−1 (yellow to red). Similar patterns of related strong disagreement on PET and P can also129

be seen in southern Africa and in India. This negative inter-model relationship is somewhat to be130

expected, since rainier simulated climates also likely have less sunshine, higher relative humidity,131

and (in the tropics and/or warm seasons) cooler daytime temperatures, all of which mean lower132

Penman-Monteith PET (e.g. Allen et al. 2005, SF14) (see also Brutsaert and Parlange 1998).133

However, there are also strong PET inter-model differences in Fig. 2 that do not show such a clear134

association with P differences. For example, maximum PET values in the central Sahara, where135

P∼ 0, range from 6 to over 8 mm day−1 (Fig. 1 of SF14 shows that some of these models exceed136

10 mm day−1, in fact.) Similarly, some models have a prominent tongue of 5-6 mm day−1 PET137

values extending into the central United States, where others have only about 3 mm day−1.138

Fig. 3 shows the percent differences between the Penman-Monteith PET climatologies com-139

puted using monthly-mean output (with the standard e∗ estimate) and those computed using 3-140

hourly output just shown in Fig. 2. The two methods sometimes agree well in certain places,141
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especially in the deep tropics. However, throughout much of the low- to mid-latitudes the monthly-142

computed PET is higher than the 3-hourly by about 10-30%, with the exact magnitude and extent143

of this difference varying somewhat among models. At high latitudes the difference typically144

takes the opposite sign and is somewhat smaller, though in a few models this region also protrudes145

into the mid-latitudes. (In the two IPSL models, the discrepancy is much larger and consistently146

positive.) In any case, Fig. 3 shows that monthly-computed climatological PET, which does not147

account for the diurnal cycle of most variables or for weather variability, is not necessarily rep-148

resentative of more carefully computed climatological PET, at least in GCMs. So, we use the149

3-hourly-computed PET, except where indicated.150

Furthermore, monthly vs. 3-hourly differences in the aerodynamic part of (1) alone,151

PETaero =

(
ρacp (e∗− ea)CH |u|
∆+ γ (1+ rsCH |u|)

)
/Lv, (2)

clearly account for this discrepancy to first order - i.e., a plot of152

(PETaero (mon)−PETaero (3hr))/PET(3hr) · 100 looks quite similar to Fig. 3153

(not shown). So, Fig. 4 plots the percent differences in PETaero itself, i.e.154

(PETaero (mon)−PETaero (3hr))/PETaero (3hr) · 100. In all of the models, PETaero is sys-155

tematically higher in the monthly computations compared to the 3-hourly computations (outside156

the highest latitudes), by a rather spatially-uniform percentage that ranges from around 20-50%157

depending on the model (note the different scale) but is more like 50-150% in the two IPSL158

models.159

One might guess that this is because the standard e∗ estimate used in the monthly computations,160

(e∗ (Tmin)+ e∗ (Tmax))/2 (see section 2), is systematically higher than the actual average of e∗ (Ta)161

over the diurnal cycle due to the convex shape of e∗ (T ). This issue would only affect the aerody-162

namic term, since the only similar quantity in the radiative term (the other part of (1)) is ∆, which163
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is estimated differently. Indeed, the percent differences in PETaero become noticeably less positive164

and more negative when the nonstandard e∗ = e∗ (Tmean) is used for the monthly computations in-165

stead (not shown). However, they still retain their overall magnitude, so the standard e∗ estimation166

method only explains a piece of the PETaero discrepancy. Similarly, total climatological PET still167

differs between the monthly and 3-hourly computations by about 10-40% over much of global land168

when using the nonstandard e∗, though negative differences become much more widespread at the169

expense of positive differences, and the contribution from PETaero becomes more comparable to170

the contribution from the radiative term (not shown.)171

Having examined the climatological terrestrial P and PET in the models, Fig. 5 plots their ratio,172

the aridity index P/PET, with the UN dryland categories (Middleton and Thomas 1997) on the173

color scale. The large, often reinforcing P and PET disagreements highlighted above generate174

similarly stark inter-model disagreements on terrestrial aridity. Vast areas of South America may175

be simulated as anything from semiarid/arid (P/PET ∼ 0.2) to extremely humid (P/PET > 1.5)176

depending on the model, particularly in the north, northeast and southeast. The central Amazon177

Basin does usually tend to be humid (P/PET > 0.65), but it is much more so in some models178

than others, again consistent with estimates for CMIP3 models in Malhi et al. (2009). The North179

American interior is another region of strong disagreement on aridity: some models depict a very180

large semi-arid region reaching up into the central/western United States and Canada, with P/PET181

as low as 0.3 or so, while others keep the vast majority of the United States and Canada humid,182

outside of the far southwest. Similarly, the Indian subcontinent in some models is a large hyper-183

arid desert (P/PET < 0.05) similar to the Sahara or Arabian Peninsula, while in others it contains184

regions that range from arid to humid. There are also interesting large-scale differences in southern185

to central Africa, Australia, east China, and many other areas. These all may be of more immediate186
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consequence to applications than the P disagreements over tropical oceans highlighted by more187

general reviews such as Flato et al. (2013).188

b. Responses to greenhouse warming189

Fig. 6 maps the model changes in annual terrestrial P between the 1981-99 base state described190

above and the 2081-99 “rcp8.5” future. As found in more general studies (e.g. Collins et al. 2013;191

Scheff and Frierson 2012a,b), P increases are generally widespread in high latitudes. However,192

the responses over mid- to low-latitude land do not neatly fit the typical description of deep-193

tropical increases and subtropical decreases found in those studies, which focused largely on P194

responses over the oceans because they tend to be more robust. Instead, these regions generally195

show patterns of both increase and decrease in P that vary widely from model to model with little196

zonal structure. For example, in many models the region of strongest absolute terrestrial P decline197

is the Amazon Basin, not the subtropics. In some models (e.g. the two GFDL-ESM’s) P declines198

actually predominate throughout low- to mid-latitude land, while in others (e.g. CNRM-CM5) P199

increases predominate, with few declining regions. Most models are between these two extremes,200

but with widely varying, non-zonal patterns, particularly in South America, Africa, Australia and201

southern to eastern Asia, and with no particular preference for P increases or decreases outside202

of the high latitudes. These P changes do not tend to be positively correlated with the P, P/PET203

or P−E climatologies across models (not shown); that is, the models that reduce P in a given204

location are not generally the drier ones, contrary to a “wet-get-wetter” expectation (e.g. Held and205

Soden 2006). For example, in the Amazon HadGEM2-ES, ACCESS1-0, and the two MRI models206

are very wet in the mean yet show huge declines in P with greenhouse warming, and in India207

the two BCC and two MRI models are very dry in the mean yet show some of the strongest P208

increases. (In fact, negative correlations between P changes and P climatologies show up rather209
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frequently, perhaps because high absolute values of P allow forced P decreases to be larger, and210

because very low P values can’t decrease much more.)211

In contrast, annual PET increases very robustly across all of the models and across all of global212

land, as shown in Fig. 7. This is just an expansion of Fig. 3 from SF14, but is shown here for213

reference. As shown by SF14, this is because the direct response of the Penman-Monteith equation214

to temperature at constant relative humidity dominates the responses to the other factors, and must215

always be positive. The percentage increases tend to be larger at higher latitudes because the216

percent sensitivity of Penman-Monteith PET to temperature is much larger at cooler background217

temperatures due to the lower evaporative fraction (see SF14 for more details.)218

Fig. 8 shows the percent changes in the monthly-computed PET (using the standard e∗ estimate)219

between the same periods, for comparison with Fig. 7 which used the 3-hourly-computed values.220

(The percent changes using e∗ (Tmean) instead are nearly identical to those using the standard e∗221

estimate; not shown.) SF14 had posited that methods not explicitly resolving the diurnal cycle222

(such as the use of monthly output) might overestimate the PET response, because total PET is223

much more sensitive to conditions during the daytime, which is when greenhouse warming is224

generally below its diurnal average. However, the percent changes using the two types of output225

in fact appear rather similar, perhaps because the diurnal dependence of greenhouse warming is226

not actually that large (Meehl et al. 2007). This lends further confidence to the results of Feng227

and Fu (2013), Cook et al. (2014), Dai (2013), and other studies driven by 21st-century changes228

in monthly-computed Penman-Monteith PET. The differences between the two results are shown229

in Fig. 9; they can indeed be locally large/positive in some models (especially at higher latitudes,230

where the diurnal cycle of greenhouse warming tends to be stronger) but are usually much smaller231

than the responses themselves.232
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Finally, Fig. 10 maps the changes in the aridity index P/PET between the two epochs. The233

consistent Penman-Monteith PET increases (Fig. 7) combine with the more muddled terrestrial P234

changes (Fig. 6) to yield widespread declines in the supply-demand ratio P/PET (i.e. aridification)235

outside of the high latitudes, with generally fewer areas of increases in P/PET. In each model,236

there are large areas where raw annual P (Fig. 6) increases with greenhouse warming, yet when237

normalized by annual PET (Fig. 10) it declines instead. Fig. 10 presents a very different story238

than the widespread “wet get wetter, dry get drier” mnemonic: terrestrial drying is dominant in the239

wet tropics and midlatitudes, not just in the dry subtropics.240

This is the same basic picture already described by Feng and Fu (2013), Cook et al. (2014), and241

Dai (2013), and strongly confirms their results. However, it also has the advantages of both using242

a very simple, transparent aridity metric (P/PET) and showing spatial results for many different243

individual GCMs. In particular, one can see that some models tend to aridify more than others.244

Fu and Feng (2014) suggest that such global-scale disagreements on future aridity trends stem245

from the different phases of unforced land P variability sampled by each independent model run.246

However, Fig. 10 makes it clear that at least some of these differences stem from fundamental247

differences in the forced model response, since pairs of related models (e.g. MRI, IPSL, BCC,248

GFDL-ESM) look extremely similar to each other. It seems highly unlikely in light of these close249

similarities between independent runs that, for example, the MRI models aridify less than the250

others because they both happen to sample an unusually wet period of natural variation during251

2081-99. Further investigation would augment this “poor man’s ensemble” by evaluating multiple252

runs for each model, when possible.253
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4. An alternative metric254

One disadvantage of a plot like Fig. 10, which depicts absolute changes in P/PET as in Feng255

and Fu (2013), is that very wet regions (e.g. the high latitudes, the Amazon, Southeast Asia) are256

disproportionately highlighted because the magnitude of P/PET is so much larger there already.257

Equivalently, as can be seen from the scale on Fig. 5, the same absolute P/PET change is much258

more consequential in dry climates than in wet ones: a change from 0.6 to 0.1 implies a wholesale259

ecoclimatic shift from subhumid savanna or forest to arid desert, while a change from 1.6 to 1.1 is260

merely from rather humid forest to fairly humid forest (Budyko and Miller 1974; Holdridge 1967).261

This makes Fig. 10 “unfair” in some sense. Using the reciprocal PET/P, as those older studies do,262

merely causes the opposite, worse problem: a change from, say, 100 to 97 in a hyperarid desert263

is obviously much less important than a change from 3.5 to 0.5 (semiarid to very humid.) This264

suggests that we might look at the relative changes in P/PET or PET/P, in the form of percent265

changes (as in Fu and Feng 2014) or ratios (as suggested by the scale in Holdridge 1967). However,266

this still “unfairly” highlights tiny changes in very arid regions with P≈ 0: a chance increase from267

P/PET = 0.0001 to 0.0002 is depicted as boldly as an increase from 0.5 to 1 elsewhere, leading to268

rather meaningless features in places like the Sahara. (This occurs frequently in plots of percent269

change in P; see Fig. 12.22 of Collins et al. (2013) for examples.)270

Therefore, it would be useful to employ an aridity change metric whose practical meaning does271

not depend so strongly on the base climate. P/PET and PET/P are each fundamentally unbal-272

anced because they approach infinity on one side but 0 on the other. One way to portray the relative273

magnitudes of climatic water supply P vs. demand PET in a more balanced (yet still nondimen-274

sional) fashion is to use the ratio P/(P+ PET), which just ranges between 0 (PET� P) and 1275
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(P� PET). A similar approach is sometimes taken in terrestrial plant modeling (e.g. Medvigy276

et al. 2009). P/(P+PET) is a one-to-one function of P/PET or PET/P,277

P
P+PET

=
P/PET

P/PET+1
=

1
1+PET/P

, (3)

so it preserves exactly the same information: P/PET = 1 always corresponds to P/(P+PET) =278

1/2, P/PET = 0.2 to P/(P+PET) = 1/6, and so on. However, as desired, change magnitudes are279

not one-to-one: the above P/PET change from 0.6 to 0.1 corresponds to a P/(P+PET) change280

from 0.38 to 0.09, while the “equal” P/PET change from 1.6 to 1.1 corresponds to a P/(P+281

PET) change from just 0.62 to 0.52, nearly three times smaller than the first change. Essentially,282

P/PET = 0.6 to 0.1 represents a more dramatic change in our assessment of whether PET� P,283

P� PET, or P∼ PET than does P/PET = 1.6 to 1.1.284

Inspired by this reasoning, Fig. 11 plots this alternate aridity index P/(P+PET) for each model,285

using the 1981-99 climatologies. As expected, it is in a one-to-one relationship with Fig. 5 (as286

shown on the scale), with the same spatial patterns and model-to-model differences apparent.287

However, the boundaries between UN dryland categories now occur at somewhat more regular288

intervals, and the scale is now able to saturate at more humid climates (P/PET = 5 rather than 1.5)289

due to the compression, allowing more information to be retained without sacrificing any detail290

in the drier climates. The scale also provides a handy reference for converting between the two291

indices.292

Fig. 12 then maps the changes in P/(P+PET) between the 2081-99 and 1981-99 periods. As293

desired, the magnitudes are more spatially comparable than in Fig. 10, with high-latitude changes294

in particular becoming much less saturated, and subtropical changes becoming less washed-out.295

Of course, the signs of the changes are still the same. If anything, the reduction in distracting296

wet-zone “noise” makes the overall global trend toward aridity in most models, and the fact that297
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some models somewhat buck that trend, even clearer. The uniformly applicable scale also makes298

the changes more striking: everywhere that the color saturates, the modeled P vs. PET balance299

is moving ∼ 1/6 or more of the way from P� PET to PET� P or vice versa, the same as300

a change from semiarid to arid, or alternatively from Seattle (P/(P + PET) = 0.53) to Dallas301

(P/(P+ PET) = 0.38.) Aridification of this magnitude seems to occur particularly often in the302

Amazon, southern Europe, and in Mexico and vicinity, but can happen in many diverse terrestrial303

locations depending on the model. Similarly, humidification of this magnitude is most commonly304

projected in parts of Siberia, but can also occur in parts of South America, Africa or in subarctic305

North America, depending on the model. However, even the more ordinarily projected P/(P+306

PET) change magnitudes of 0.05 to 0.10 are clearly consequential on the scale of Fig. 11, and the307

wide prevalence of P/(P+PET) declines of this magnitude throughout the tropics, subtropics and308

midlatitudes is a worrisome prediction.309

5. Summary and conclusions310

The aridity of a terrestrial climate is generally quantified using the relative magnitudes of pre-311

cipitation P and potential evapotranspiration PET. This study evaluates the climatologies and312

greenhouse-warming responses of terrestrial P, Penman-Monteith PET (1), and their dimension-313

less ratio P/PET (the aridity index) in 16 different CMIP5 global climate models. The clima-314

tologies generally agree in much of Eurasia and North Africa, but they disagree dramatically in315

large areas of the Americas, sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia, and elsewhere, with the same areas316

represented as semiarid-to-arid or quite humid by different models (Figs. 1, 2, and 5). In many of317

these areas, P is much closer to the observations in some models than in others, and PET is often318

high in the same models for which P is low, strengthening the P/PET disagreements.319
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The terrestrial P responses to warming tend to be positive at high latitudes, but an inconsistent320

and complex mixture of positive and negative elsewhere, counter to both naive expectations of321

more P in a warmer climate and ocean-inspired theories of strongly zonal P response to warming322

(Fig. 6). Since the Penman-Monteith PET responses to warming are uniformly positive and strong323

in contrast (SF14 and Fig. 7), aridification (P/PET decline) generally dominates over humidifica-324

tion (P/PET increase) in the tropics, the subtropics and the midlatitudes (Fig. 10), with varying325

spatial patterns. This is in marked contrast to the expectation from a “wet get wetter, dry get drier”326

rule, but strongly agrees with more recent studies (Dai 2013; Feng and Fu 2013; Cook et al. 2014).327

However, this global drying tendency is much less apparent in certain models.328

The PET climatologies are also found to be sensitive to the computation timescale: except at329

high latitudes, the aerodynamic part (2) of PET is uniformly 20-50% higher when computed using330

monthly rather than 3-hourly GCM output (Fig. 4), making total PET 10-30% higher in large331

areas (Fig. 3). However, contrary to the authors’ earlier suggestion (SF14), the responses to332

greenhouse warming are not as sensitive to this choice of input timescale, through there are large333

local differences in some models (Fig. 9). The use of diurnally averaged temperature to estimate334

the monthly-mean saturation vapor pressure e∗ (as done by the above studies, counter to standard335

procedure) does not change the general magnitude of any of these comparisons, though the details336

for the climatologies differ substantially.337

The same change in P/PET is much more meaningful when P/PET is low than when it is high.338

Therefore, an alternative index P/(P+ PET) (Fig. 11), which carries the same information as339

P/PET but only varies from 0 (PET� P) to 1 (P� PET), is also used to quantify the model340

aridities and responses to warming. Indeed, the responses of P/(P+ PET) (Fig. 12) are more341

spatially comparable than those of P/PET (Fig. 10), with a more uniform interpretation. This342
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alternative method better highlights aridity changes in all terrestrial regions, rather than dispropor-343

tionately focusing on changes in wet or very dry places.344

It is often suggested in the paleoclimate literature that warm greenhouse climates of the past345

are well-watered and cold climates such as the last glacial maximum are arid, contrary to the346

conclusions above. Could model biases, either in land parameterizations or atmospheric physics347

parameterizations, be exaggerating the global drying tendency? We have work planned and in348

progress attempting to reconcile these perspectives with a combination of paleoclimate model349

analysis, moisture proxy meta-analysis, and idealized climate modeling. The resolution of this350

dilemma could greatly improve our understanding of the future of terrestrial aridity.351
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TABLE 1. CMIP5 models analyzed in this study

Model name ID on figures Modeling group

ACCESS1.01 access Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organi-
zation (CSIRO) and Bureau of Meteorology (BOM), Aus-
tralia

BCC-CSM1.1 bcc Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administra-
tion

BCC-CSM1.1-M bccm

BNU-ESM bnu College of Global Change and Earth System Science, Bei-
jing Normal University

CNRM-CM5 cnrm Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques / Centre
Européen de Recherche et Formation Avancées en Calcul
Scientifique, France

GFDL-CM3 gfdlc NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA

GFDL-ESM2G gfdleg

GFDL-ESM2M gfdlem

GISS-E2-H23 gissh NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA

GISS-E2-R23 gissr

HadGEM2-ES145 had Met Office Hadley Centre, United Kingdom

INM-CM4 inm Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russia

IPSL-CM5A-LR ipsll Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France

IPSL-CM5A-MR ipslm

MRI-CGCM3 mric Meteorological Research Institute, Japan

MRI-ESM1 mrie

1Surface winds were given on a grid staggered from that of the other surface variables; see the
appendix of SF14.
2Version with interactive aerosols and chemistry (“p3”) is shown here; results for version with
prescribed aerosols and chemistry (“p1”) were nearly identical.
3Run 6 was used for historical and run 2 was used for rcp8.5, as these were the only respective
runs with 3-hourly output.
4Run 2 was used for historical (and run 1 was used for rcp8.5), as these were the only respective
runs with 3-hourly output.
53-hourly surface pressure was not available, so monthly surface pressure output was used for each
3-hour interval.
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FIG. 1. 1981-99 climatological annual-mean precipitation P in mm day−1 for each CMIP5 model in Table 1,

with Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (“gpccObs”) and Climatic Research Unit (“cruObs”) gauge-based

observations as described in section 2. Values in a few color-saturated regions greatly exceed those on the scale.
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FIG. 2. 1981-99 annual-mean potential evapotranspiration (PET) in mm day−1 for each model.
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FIG. 3. Percent differences between the 1981-99 annual-mean PET computed using monthly vs. 3-hourly

output, for each model.
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FIG. 4. Percent differences between the 1981-99 annual-mean PETaero computed using monthly vs. 3-hourly

output, for each model.
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FIG. 6. Changes in annual precipitation P in mm day−1 between 1981-99 (“historical” scenario) and 2081-99

(“rcp8.5” scenario), for each model.
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FIG. 7. Percent changes in annual PET between 1981-99 and 2081-99, for each model.
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FIG. 8. As Fig. 7, but using the PET computed using monthly output.
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FIG. 9. Differences between the percent changes in annual PET over the 21st century computed using monthly

vs. 3-hourly output, i.e., the difference between Figs. 8 and 7.
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FIG. 10. Changes in the aridity index P/PET between 1981-99 and 2081-99, for each model.
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P/PET values (left-hand scale) and dryland categories are also shown for reference. Compare to Fig. 5.
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FIG. 12. Changes in the alternate aridity index P/(P+PET) between 1981-99 and 2081-99, for each model.
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